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NAME : Kristy Parker, the president of the Club
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : jeans, trainers and a 
cap
SHE IS… go-getting, energetic and determined
SHE ALWAYS SAYS : « I’ve got a great idea... »
SHE IS FOND OF… sport, above all baseball

NAME : Mary Anne Cook, the 
secretary of the Club
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : 
always very classical but she 
tries to change it
SHE IS… shy, very attentive to 
the others and a little bit too 
sensitive
SHE ALWAYS SAYS : « I think 
I’m going to cry »
SHE IS FOND OF… her cat 
Tigrou and her boyfriend Logan

NAME : Lucy MacDouglas,
the treasurer of the Club
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : 
all, as long as it is 
fashionable...
SHE IS… New Yorker to 
the tip of the nails, even 
a little bit snobbish 
sometimes !
SHE ALWAYS SAYS :
« I love New York. »
SHE IS FOND OF… 
fashion, fashion, 
fashion !



  

NAME : Carla Schafer, 
supply
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : 
a swimsuit to get tanned 
on the beaches of 
California
SHE IS… vegetarian, cool 
and really very pretty
SHE ALWAYS SAYS : 
« Everyone does as he 
pleases »
SHE IS FOND OF… sun, 
sand and sea

NAME : Claudia Koshi, vice-
president of the club
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : as an 
artist, she creates her own 
clothes and jewels
SHE IS… creative, inventive, 
with always good ideas
SHE ALWAYS SAYS : « Where 
are my sweets ? »
SHE IS FOND OF… drawing, 
painting, sculpting (and she 
hates school).

NAME : Jessica Ramsey, 
junior member of the club
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : 
tights, leotards and ballet 
shoes
SHE IS… serious, persevering 
and a faithful friend
SHE ALWAYS SAYS : « I’ll 
follow my dream through. »
SHE IS FOND OF… ballet and 
her little brother P’tit Bout.

NAME : Mallory Pike, 
junior member of the club
HER FAVOURITE DRESS : 
none for the moment, she 
just dreams of taking off 
her glasses and her braces
SHE IS… dynamic and well-
organised. Obvious when 
you have seven brothers 
and sisters
SHE ALWAYS SAYS : 
« You’re going to tidy up 
your bedroom ! »
SHE IS FOND OF… reading, 
writing. She even would 
like to become a writer
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